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Respectable
Malaysia a consul general in HK
Mr. Yap Wei Sin

Dear
Sir:
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50 Gloucester Road Wan Chai
Tel: 2821 0801
Fax: 28651628 /2527 8826
mwhongkong@kln.gov.my

I, Lin Zhen-man, HKID D188015 (3) or SGID 2665604D.
Three years ago, from www.ycec.com/911/170131-my.pdf can see about the "eGate" things to your ex-consul
general that letter it although has not been answered, but as www.ycec.net/SG/190729-UM.pdf that everyone must to use
of my four great inventions have been convey your each Uni. to discussions on last year after, unfortunately is, your
Mohamad premier in September of last year to face medium at Phoenix TV visible to exclaim：“... today’s China so
strong, if at Malaysia our an islet to mine rock oil, we also have no way out ...” to inform the core of CP China to
rest assured, therefore, the "wash lung" and "freezing" two major treatment still can not to open application at
Malaysia!
And why did the Wuhan pneumonia incident that falsify beforehand in HK to “mad” and more than double in
situ of Wuhan?
So if not send people to other country again to catch cold by self after still again to said from
Wuhan then how to falsify at worldwide too, that because only by HK & China both place to falsify it will difficult
to proceed, no wonder on Jan., 25, 2020 there was sent into Malaysia and then self-cold fever again to call oneself
come from Wuhan and again let your Ministry of Public Health to affirm 3case of Wuhan pneumonia, and
yesterday still more had 22case to support that fraud is also the resulting!
Therefore, I at once on Jan., 28, 2020 to give HKU president a letter from www.ycec.com/HK/200128e.pdf or
bilingual turn to .htm can be clear, other an invention same anyone must to use and will millennium abiding of
“Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law" only if to use, any flu or today so-called Wuhan pneumonia must
to isolate, wear masks & washing hands those low IQ of prevention methods with WHO can immediately get
away! But in this way simple Epidemic Prevention Law in fact shouldn't still must to invention by me and again
to spread for worldwide, as follows:
First.

If a febrile patient of head cold, who only must by left finger to closing his left nostril after
violently to inhaling to arrive at the bottom of right lung to inform the sensorium and again to
vigorously to exhaust out of the right nostril, and afterwards change by right finger to closing the
right nostril as left finger to motion three time each that just to bring down a fever!
Second. If the inhale & exhaust that dynamics not enough as the aged or child, it is necessary to help by
others to pat the left and right lungs let lung gas hole temporary can to expand that just favorable to
run out the germs, if as the female or child it only need to pat the back；
Third.

If as for children who still don’t know how to inhale and exhaust only can crawl all over that child,
their parents or babysitters should always to hug by hand again by other hand to pat the back again
light jump to tease, if the child still can to laugh more it inevitable effectively yet!

Fourth. However those who do not have a fever, especially in the spring and summer when the rain,
temperature and humidity are infrequent or in the flu season, those who enter or leave the home
include students or a large number of people such as assembly, only need to inhale and exhale by
both noses two times also can easily to throw away the top of the lungs for a short while enter
those germs, and especially as the staff of the hospital is just need at 2-3 hours of once and into the habit,
then the conventional by germs virus to infect will no edge to discard the discard the epidemic mask!
Just because germs enter the lungs only have virus infection as at www.ycec.com/HK/160519e.pdf a small
experiment can to witness "viruses" not organisms can to breed in the body, so by this base to boast the "virus
vaccines" can increase" antibodies" of past medical scams went bankrupt!
Your consulate all civil servants are visible fact is, from the www.ycec.com/HK/191004.pdf by me to report a
case to police that must to arrest those six medical profession murderer go to court on Oct., 04, 2019, because their
long-term to conceal I to save SARS crisis of 2003year that "wash-lung" and "freezing" two treatment only can to
steal use for their friendly not open use for citizen, so up to now to butcher death toll of citizen already to exceed
300,000 person and can not to deny, but soon to be law enforcement of Commissioner of Police Lu Weicong at once
to dismissed, so today’s to rule by law base already nothing to it!
１

But also from the recent wireless TV visible, as long as there is a common cold fever at Hong Mei House or
the mall of Maritime Square to appear, so above six medical profession killers then immediately came to assume
who already to “confirmed diagnosis” for a "new virus" infected after the whole building residents must to isolate
that lie absurd means just ignore above that a section of the small experiment just can for the “virus infection” or
to give HKU president letter in the last page of the square to roar: " ...you HKU that Yuan Guoyong, Gabriel
Leung etc public health professor has no ability objections in writing? " , that is can’t to deny no "virus" only have
"germs" infection, and in the atmosphere those germs species by thousands, that is any new species of germs
caused have the "new virus" so much, but this group of murderers still can to control all medium platforms of HK to
"virus infection" every day to trick the public no stop the mouth, and to killing people no stop the hand that overall
crisis of HK is here!
That is, if have the rule by law with human rights the notion in hand those consuls of various countries in HK
have reached the bottom of human nature that can no longer be silent!
Another as then Lin Cheng CE was to reading above my letter to HKU president that simple “Lung-Airstreams
Epidemic Prevention Law” undoubtedly after at once to order all office holders cannot to wear mask on Feb., 04, 2020,
but at once to threaten will to dismiss only to correct at www.ycec.com/HK/CarrieLam-hk.htm more clear, and after to
hearing order must to seal off only to keep the Shenzhen Bay port by quarantine order on Feb., 08, 2020, and only
an intention is if I was returning from Shenzhen go back HK that just can to force quarantine after murder, so
today that resulting chaos hence come to…；
For more details, please visit www.ycec.com/HK/200213.pdf or transfer to 200213-hk.htm bilingual version, that is
I just sent a fax letter to President Trump, Trump also reported Wuhan pneumonia is fraud on the Feb., 14, 2020
to correction: never know the true and false!
But no matter how, above to HKU president with Trump president two letters those fact no one can to deny,
Excellency you still more ought to report and pass on your various government departments and academia see
whether to today’s the "without a crown dynasty" of CP China than "Qing dynasty" still more frightening and the
real faces of individual groups? !
Because above the “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” was very simple to include a child of three age to
once teach will be good at and need not patent fees with not must by WHO or your health department to test and
verify only can to publicize!
Therefore, please immediately inform Mohamad premier and each health departments, as long as the
“Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” can open make to know for all Malaysia, they will never have a cold
and fever in their lifetime, and by fever to trigger any other lesions also close to zero, and including before in my
"saturated
brine"
the
home
hygiene
simultaneous
www.ycec.sg/HK/161007e.pdf or .com visible
application, all Malaysia life expectancy will to 130years old is also easy, hospitals and clinic also It will be
greatly reduced, any plague and "virus vaccine" that medical scams will go to hell forever!
And today, under by the so-called “One country Two systems” trick the chaos crisis of HK also have a
turning point, so I would like to requests have never to hesitate to do what is right your staff of consulate and
other countries leader still can not again to sit on top of the mountain to watch the tigers fight;
Just because my time is very limited and is temporarily unable to return to HK, but your staff of consulate the
bilingual of Chinese and English first class, if need, please let their to turn translate and download above related
auxiliary parts, or have any questions it can by ycec_lzm@yahoo.com.hk or fax to 852-3007-8352 for me!
This letter only two pages, available later at www.ycec.com/911/200216-my-e.pdf turn to .net or .sg can be
downloaded to read more!
Thank you!
Respectfully yours
PCT/SG03/00145 &
PI 20042216 in MY
Inventor
Zhen-man Lin

The Chinese at：
www.ycec.com/911/200216-my.pdf
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